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Exodus 

 

 

 

 

C- 26 Tabernacle 

Vss 1-10 the tabernacle, linen, curtains blue, purple, scarlet thread, embroidered 

ten curtains, 42x6 feet, gold clasp, one continuous piece, curtains of goat hair, eleven 

curtains, second set of curtain, fifty loops 

 

The Tabernacle becomes the moving place of God. The tabernacle had as much detail as 

the ark, table, bowls and lamps.  Both articles inside and outside demonstrate how 

thorough God is concerning those things representing the key to relationship, holiness. 

 

vss 11-20 clasps, one continuous piece, completely covering, protective layer, acacia wood 

framework, frames identical, silver bases,  

 

The Tabernacle representing the seamless perfection of God is of one cloth, and long 

enough to cover everything representing God's completing covering for His people. The 

protective layer represents His protection.  Acacia wood being the most reliable wood 

product.  All the features represent characteristics of God. 

 

vss 21-30  forty silver bases, six frames, corner units the same, cross-bars to link frames, 

Tabernacle faces west, overlay frames with gold, pattern shown on mount. 

 

The number forty is one of the most repeatedly used numbers representing the completion 

of a phase, administration, or process in Scripture. Cross-bars to link the frames represent 

an ironic figure that connects all other structures.  The cross is the emblem that represents 

the bridge connecting humanity to the Godhead.  Jesus "crossed" the bridge. 

 

Again, the required designed had to be followed meticulously. Our God of perfection 

deserves nothing less. 

 

vss 31-37 inside the Tabernacle, blue, purple, scarlet thread, overlay posts with gold, set in 

silver bases, hang the inner curtain, put Ark of the Covenant behind it, table outside the 

inner, another curtain for entrance area, five bronze basis 
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The Holy of Holies is set us with an inner curtain enclosing the Ark of the Covenant.  The 

table and lamp were located in the middle or "mediator" room, and an entrance area with 

bronze accessories.  Jesus final prayer represent an experience where his disciples go with 

him. They all go to a degree into the garden. The inner circle follows him further, and Jesus 

goes further and falls down. 

 

C-27 1-8 

 

square altar, horns for four corners, ash buckets, shovels, basins... 

 

All of the accessories needed to complete the Tabernacle and ark are made of bronze and 

wood.  The further away from the Ark of the Covenant the more rugged and utilized the 

instruments and accessories of the Tabernacle were designed. 

 

vss 9-19 courtyard closed with curtains, twenty posts, curtains with silver hooks, woven 

linen 

 

The Tabernacle includes a courtyard. There will always be persons in relationship with the 

Lord, but represent those persons who hang on the edges through disobedience, poor 

conduct, worldliness, but they are inside. 

 

vss 20-21 people contribute oil, lamps burning continually, priests keep lamps burning, 

observed generationally 

 

Oil is typically representative of the Holy Spirit.  The continuous nature represents our 

God who never sleeps or slumbers.  Priest actively participate. Today,  each believer is a 

royal priesthood as Peter submits.  And our operation is daily. 

 

C-28 1-5 set apart Aaron and his sons, minister to me, make garments, chest piece, ephod, 

robe, turban and sash, fine linen cloth, gold, blue, purple, scarlet 

 

The  priests are set apart.  They all Levites. They are dressed with special garments.   

 Many used this to dress professionally today when ministering.  Others see this as the 

degree of preparation and consecration required to lead God's people. 

 

vss. 6-13  ephod in two parts, onyx stoned plaques, 6 names on each stone (two), placed on 

the shoulder of the ephod 

 

The ephod is like the priests covering over his clothing.  Again, God always providing an 

imagery of covering for the priests. The priests represented all of the clans. Aaron to carry 

the names as a constant reminder when he goes before the Lord.  Remembering the 

incredible acts of God is an imperative for every believer, and key to consistent obedience. 

 

vss 15-30 chest piece to be worn seeking an answer from God, chest piece a single piece, 

formed as a pouch, four rows of stones on the pouch with many different stones, attach the 

pouch to the chest piece, Aaron to carry the names near heart. 
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The chest piece was designed to place within the Urim and  Thumim to help the priest 

make decision.  The U and T indicated God's decision. Today, we have the inner witness of 

the Holy Spirit. 

 

vss 31-43 robe with ephod single piece blue cloth, gold bells tinkle as he ministers to the 

Lord, medallion, must always wear turban, Aarons sons clothing glorious and beautiful, 

anoint and ordain, must be warn for priestly duties, failure meant death 

Notice the tinkling bells coming in or out of the Tabernacle.  Jesus' words are to let our 

lights shine.  We are to  demonstrate our walk and activities in the Lord.  A name or 

position is not enough.  But our movements/activities should show that we are operating 

for the Lord.  Ministry is a life or death endeavor.  Failure is catastrophic for the whole 

family. The family is indicated by Aaron and his sons. 

 

1/27 C 29-31 

 

C-29 

 

vss 1-14 the consecration ceremony, bulls and rams, present the priests, the right to be 

priests forever, slaughter the bull at the entrance, blood on horns, blood on base, internal 

parts burn on altar, external parts discard outside as sin offering. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 


